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1. Introduction:
The idea of writing this research came about thinking about my childhood, my
parents' house and the huge fireplace where I used to make fires.
Sometimes, to save time, I was lazy in doing things right to light the fire, that is to say
to put paper and kindling, to wait for the paper and kindling to burn to put the log at
the right temperature.
Saving kindling was the best way to prevent the log from ever igniting. Kind of like a
big oak beam.
This research is not an investigation, investigative journalists and criminal police are
certainly more qualified.
It is a global research work of all the elements and a chronology to understand if the
version of "arson" is plausible.
We ask simple questions at the end of each chapter that ask for answers that we
might believe.
At the end of the book, we do a survey, a petition is available to the reader.
In the immediate aftermath of the tweets or videos on YouTube, we thought that a
document was missing that gathered as much information as possible to allow each
of us to form an opinion on a major event for France and for our future.
Notre Dame de Paris is not only a place of prayer that is part of the heritage of
humanity.
Notre Dame de Paris is France.

January 17, 2019 :
Posting on YouTube of Aubriat's video on the exceptional construction site of Notre Dame and on
January 29, 2019 article from Vosges -Matin.

Monday, April 15:
•
•

•

Tuesday, April 16 (D+1):
•
•

"There are three things you can't hide: the sun, the moon and truth"
Confucius

Chronology of events

2015

December 2015 :
A mission was commissioned by the then President of the Republic, François Hollande, and
the Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo. It lasted a full year while Emmanuel Macron was Minister
of Economy, Industry and Digital Technology. Many personalities participated, including
Audrey Azoulay, then Minister of Culture and now Director of UNESCO, or Prefect Patrick
Strzoda, then Director of the Interior Minister's Office and now Emmanuel Macron.
It was directed by the President of the Centre des monuments nationaux (CMN)
Philippe Bélaval, and the architect Dominique Perrault.

•

Aubriat worked with three employees for two weeks on the treatment of the structure.

AFP -12:13 pm - This Tuesday, at noon, the Paris prosecutor said that "the accidental
lead was favored", about the fire at Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral the day before.
An investigation for "unintentional destruction by fire" was opened by the Paris Public Prosecutor's
Office and entrusted to the Regional Directorate of the Judicial Police of the Paris Police
Prefecture (DRPJ).
LCI -18:25 - Benjamin Mouton, former Chief Architect of Notre-Dame-De-Paris: "it does
astound me quite a lot.”

Wednesday, April 17 (D+2):
•

Aleteia - Notre-Dame: "a general to ensure the progress of the work"

Édouard Philippe has just announced the appointment of General Jean-Louis Georgelin,
former Chief of the Defence Staff, to head a special mission to ensure the progress of the
work at Notre-Dame Cathedral1. It is to General Jean-Louis Georgelin, a man of full
character, accustomed to responsibilities and endowed with recognized expertise in his field,
that Emmanuel Macron wished to entrust the head of a special mission to ensure "the
progress of the procedures and works that will be engaged" for the reconstruction of NotreDame de Paris. Édouard Philippe made the announcement on Wednesday 17 April at the
end of the Council of Ministers.

Thursday, April 18 (D+3):
•

Parisian police investigators believe that the incident that devastated Notre-Dame de
Paris was most likely caused by an electrical short circuit, writes Associated Press. Or
cigarette butts.

1

https://fr.aleteia.org/2019/04/17/notre-dame-un-general-pour-veiller-a-lavancement-des-travaux/

2018
February 2018 :

5 :30 p.m.: closing of the towers.
6:20 p.m.: a first alarm sounded at Notre-Dame on April 15, then another at 6:43 p.m. The first
gave rise to a " raising of negative doubts", in the words of the Paris public prosecutor's office: the
agent moved without noticing a fire, as an error in the alert system had sent him to the wrong
place. It was only 23 minutes later that the officer noticed the departure, located at the corner of
the spire.
18:30: a meeting of the Centre des monuments nationaux. (CMN) takes place. One manager said:
"everyone came down", and no one had lit a fire.

•

The Council of State has seized a bill for the restoration and conservation of Notre-Dame
de Paris Cathedral, which contains eight articles. The draft was the subject of a corrective
referral presented at the meeting on 23 April 2019.

Tuesday, April 23 (D+6):
•
•

The impact study of the bill is discussed (33 pages)
Meeting of the Council of State to deliver an opinion.
Wednesday, April 24 (D+7):
•

The bill for the restoration and conservation of Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral, and
instituting a national subscription for this purpose, is registered with the Presidency of the
National Assembly.

Friday, May 10 (D+19):
•

•

.

Notre-Dame: the bill governing restoration at the Assembly. The text, defended by
Culture Minister Franck Riester, is currently being examined in committee for adoption
as soon as possible. The government's intention is to derogate from public
procurement and heritage protection standards.
28 LREM deputies vote for the draft law on the conservation and restoration of ND.

Wednesday May 22nd (D+27): The Senate examines the bill.
Monday, May 27 (D+30): Probable Senate vote.

Act 1: treatment of the framework February 2018.
The Aubriat company carries out the antifungal treatment of the framework of the
mythical Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral. Vosges Matin2. Sabine LESUR
January 29, 2019.

This small family carpentry processing company, known for its treatments against the dry rot
(nicknamed "houses' fungi"), carried out a very beautiful project last winter.
They were contacted to perform an antifungal treatment on the frame of the mythical Notre-Dame
de Paris Cathedral.
One of the capital's most emblematic monuments revealed the presence of mushrooms on its
structure after work carried out by a Verdun contractor on its lead roof.
"After analysis, we were able to avoid the risk of dry rot ," notes business leader Édouard
Aubriat.
However, it has been requested by the curator of the building's historic monuments and its
specific architect to ensure its treatment.
A delicate job because of its composition. "The oak which generally composes the roofs is a
hardwood. It prevents the use of processing by infiltration", notes the contractor, who had to opt for a
spray treatment of a gel that cost a total of €15 000.

300 m² of structure
"We had to make some tests with different products in order not to harm the classified site and
the many people who visit it," explains Édouard Aubriat, still under the charm of the building. "I
have always said that I would not go to work in Paris... except for Notre-Dame." Bingo, the young
2

https://www.vosgesmatin.fr/edition-d-epinal/2019/01/29/la-societe-aubriat-d-epinal-au-chevetde-notre-dame-de-paris

leader, a member of the Vosges club of the same name, won the project, where he worked with three
employees in February 2018 for two weeks. "This site was in itself interesting. But what is most
important is the feeling of participating in the preservation of French heritage.
And then to walk around freely, to have the keys, I must admit that I sometimes felt like
Quasimodo", the Spinalien says, amusingly, in reference to Victor Hugo's masterpiece. The man did
not reveal whether he was able to meet the beautiful Esmeralda…

The 125 m high spire
But he hopes to renew this fabulous collaboration, since an estimate is being prepared for the
treatment of the spire of the building, star of the Île Saint-Louis, which attracts millions of visitors from
all over the world every year.
It even has a dedicated guard to watch over any fire that may break out in its attic.

The video of the Notre Dame de Paris construction site made by
Aubriat 3 Société Aubriat. Added on Jan. 17, 2019

•
•
•
•

•
•

The curator of historical monuments and specific architect: who are the people who have
consulted the Aubriat company? Was a call for tenders done?
(...) "After analysis, we were able to rule out the risk of dry rot ", notes company director Édouard
Aubriat. However, it was requested by the curator of the building's historic monuments to ensure
its treatment. Why then do this treatment?
Why a second estimate for the treatment of the spire if there was the presence of dry rot (fungi)?
"We had to make some tests with different products in order not to harm the classified site and the
many people who visit it," explains Édouard Aubriat. By whom were the treatment products (gels)
provided? Do they have the mandatory Safety Data Sheets for chemical products? What tests
have they done? Which authority controlled the tests?
Why this 11-month delay between the work in February 2018, the posting on YouTube on 17
January 2019 and Vosges' article in the morning of 29 January 2019.
Why give the keys to the contractor during the work? Are there any security instructions for
accessing Notre Dame? Has the identity of the persons been verified?

Act 2: The fire. Monday, April 15 at 6:43 pm.
The statements of Benjamin Mouton, Chief Architect of Notre-Dame until 20134
Benjamin Mouton (Chief Architect in charge of Notre-Dame until 2013): "The fire could not
have started from a short circuit, from a simple one-off incident. You need a real fire load at
the beginning to start such a disaster. Oak is a particularly resistant wood.” In 2010 "we've
rebuilt the entire electrical system, the entire fire detection system, and two men were there
day and night."

Notre-Dame: after the fire, "nothing’s over" according to the former chief
architect by Lina Trabelsi, on 16/04/2019 at 11:54 a.m.

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDzd9vFkAcc

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZa-3CHjLPg

During a joint press conference with Franck Riester, Secretary of State for the Interior
Laurent Nunez confirmed the "vulnerability points" observed on the vaulted ceiling, partly
destroyed by the fall of the 96-metre high spire. The gable of the northern transept and part
of the southern belfry are also closely monitored. Emergency security work will take 48
hours.

An important fire detection and protection system
“I’ve never experienced such a fire in 40 years of work” says Benjamin Mouton. He considers
that the fire protection installed in the cathedral was at the highest level5...
"WhenI took care of the fire detection, which was a very expensive device, it took very
few minutes for an agent to clear up any doubts, we had many wooden doors replaced
by fire doors, we limited all electrical devices, which were prohibited in the attics," he
says.
"You need a real fire load to start such a disaster. Oak is a particularly resistant
wood.”
The mystery as to the causes of the fire therefore remains unresolved.
An expert in the construction sector also confided his misunderstanding to Batiactu: "The fire
could not have started from a short circuit, from a simple one-time incident. You need a real
fire load at the beginning to start such a disaster. Oak is a particularly resistant wood.”
The spire of the cathedral collapsed. It consisted of a 500-tonne wooden structure,
covered with 250 tonnes of lead plates (oxidized on the surface). At the temperature of
the fire, the lead melted and was partially sublimated.6

Two thirds of the roof, including the oak wood frame - dating from the time the cathedral was
built: from the beginning of the 13th century for the nave and the 12th century for the apse were destroyed. A part of the vaults is affected.
The fire power reaches exceptional proportions. A very rough calculation, based on the
assumption that a wood frame fire has a capacity of 1 MW/m3 and that at the height of the
fire, 50% of the approximately 6 500 m3 of the attic space was involved in the fire, gives an
estimate of the maximum capacity at 2 500 MW. In another, equally summary way, it is
possible to consider the 1 000 tons of oak whose combustion produces 17.5 MJ/kg (Eurocode
fire). If, at the height of the fire, which lasted one hour out of the four hours of the fire, half of
the fuel mass was consumed, the maximum power is 1 800 MW. These two very similar
calculated powers should be compared with that of a generalized apartment fire which rarely
exceeds 2 to 5 MW, or those used for the sizing of road tunnels, 30 MW for a heavy truck,
200 MW for a heavy tanker full of gasoline.7

Craftsmen who had worked at the summit of Notre-Dame de Paris in 2013 said
they had difficulty understanding the origin of the extraordinary fire that
destroyed it. These specialists had been working on the cathedral for three
months and knew its weaknesses. They shared their feelings with the Parisien. 8
01:50 p.m. 22.04.2019

He says he is surprised by the power of the fire, because "the oak sections are huge and it
really requires an extraordinary energy source for the to them alight.”
"The wood frame was as hard as stone, centuries old. […] I can't explain how pieces 60
centimeters wide burnt this quick ", adds Didier.

Notre-Dame: discreetly-raised questions about the accidental lead

In red: the spire and the roof on fire.

The spire and roof were destroyed as well
as three parts of the vaulted ceiling.

Also quoted by Le Monde, Philippe Villeneuve, the9 chief architect in charge of the works at
Notre-Dame, nevertheless considers that the hypothesis of a hot spot "isn’t the good
one ", because "works had not yet started, only the scaffolding was under assembly".
But as the evening newspaper notes, it cannot be ruled out that portable power tools may
have been used to ensure the scaffolding's stability.
With the fire under control, many questions arose.
With great haste, the press and politicians, in a unanimous and repetitive incantation, call for
accidental fire, which the Prosecutor also implies, excluding a priori the voluntary lead.
Before the investigation. If for us, non-specialists, it is difficult to appreciate all this, the voices
of personalities working precisely in the field are raised to question the ease, speed and
violence with which wood of several centuries, almost transformed into stone over the years,
has been able to catch fire.
Especially since, contrary to what is being repeated on in the news, the entire NotreDame security system has been redesigned, including fire doors and a new electrical
system.
7
8

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incendie_of_Notre-Dame_de_Paris

https://fr.sputniknews.com/france/201904221040841532-notre-dame-incendie-artisans-opinion/
9 https://www.ouest-france.fr/faits-divers/incendie/incendie-de-notre-dame-de-paris/incendie-de-notre-dame-deparis-l-hypothese-du-point-chaud-lie-au-chantier-de-renovation-6312055
5
6

https://www.batiactu.com/edito/notre-dame-apres-incendie-rien-n-est-fini-selon-ex-56147.php
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incendie_of_Notre-Dame_de_Paris

Therefore, the small spark coming from the work can under no circumstances be the source
of such a fire; it requires a large initial fire load to start such a blaze. The accident seems
unlikely…

•

Notre-Dame Fire: "works in progress did not involve any hot spot"10 Le Moniteur

•

•

Julie Nicolas | on 17/04/2019 |

In 2014, Rémi Fromont and his partner had carried out a survey of the structures of Notre-Dame de
Paris. Today, as Chief Architect of the Historic Monuments, he makes their work available to Philippe
Villeneuve, in charge of the cathedral.
In your opinion, what could be the reasons for the ignition?
It is impossible at this stage to know the causes of the Notre-Dame de Paris fire. The first thing I can
say is that this is not negligence. The structure was under particular supervision. To my knowledge, it
was equipped with an automatic vacuum system, which triggers the alarm if smoke is detected.
This device is one of the most suitable for historic monuments in general, as it is very minimally
invasive and robust. Was the mechanism disabled? Was it a malfunction? It is too early to say.

•

•

"The fire power reaches exceptional proportions": what are the reasons ? How did 500
tons of wood (the frame) and 250 tons of lead (the cover) burnt this quickly?
What evidence did the Paris Prosecutor have at his disposal to decide that the accidental
lead was privileged 18 hours after the fire?
Why a qualification in "UNINTENTIONAL DESTRUCTION BY FIRE" and not
"ORGANIZED GANG ARSON"? The penalties are heavier in the case of arson.
The investigation is entrusted to the Regional Directorate of the Judicial Police of the
Paris Prefecture and not to the Forensic Police, which has greater resources and
therefore the investigations are more extensive, particularly for the analysis of the rubble.
Pourquoi ?
Édouard Philippe made the announcement on Wednesday 17 April at the end of the
Council of Ministers that Emmanuel Macron had decided to entrust the head of a special
mission to General Jean-Louis Georgelin. When was he noticed?

The start of the fire is located at the angle of the spire
A North-West wind towards Sacré Cœur
The spread of the fire in the South is surprising

Fire departure from the arrow

North West Wind
Sacred Heart Direction

The fire spreads south

The Paris prosecutor Remy Heitz said:
"the accidental lead was favored."

bex 73-Travail personnel -CC BY-SA 4.0

Marie-Lan Nguyen/ Wikimedia Commons CCBY 2.5

An investigation for "unintentional destruction by fire" was opened by the Paris Public
Prosecutor's Office and entrusted to the Regional Directorate of the Judicial Police of the
Paris Police Prefecture (DRPJ)11

Act 3: the reactions of those in charge
Religious and Political
1- Statements by Cardinal Aupetit in an interview with street journalist
Isodora Ducan.12
• Statement: "Notre-Dame was not closed at 5:30 p.m." However, the towers
were exceptionally closed on Monday, April 15. Strangely enough, information on the

10 https://www.lemoniteur.fr/article/incendie-de-notre-dame-les-travaux-en-cours-n-impliquaient-aucun-pointchaud.2033865

11

https://reseauinternational.net/notre-dame-des-interrogations-quant-a-la-piste-accidentelle-discretementsoulevees/

12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGqskv2-1-M&feature=youtu.be

•

•
•

exceptional closing of the Tours de Notre Dame at 5:30 pm by the Paris Tourist
Office DISAPPEARED!13
Statement: "There was no explosion". Seeing the video, it looks like an explosion.14
"Reconstruction: a glass roof?": yes, the important thing is to return to the
Cathedral as soon as possible.
2 people in charge of security were on the premises: a person who belongs to
Notre-Dame, a person who belongs to the state service.

place. It was only 23 minutes later that the officer noticed the ignition, located at the corner of the
spire.

•
•
•

Notre-Dame Fire: “Bishop Patrick Chauvet will file a complaint for
unintentional destruction"15

•

Who are the people of the CMN? Why this meeting? Who are the people "on site"
present at the meeting?
Who is this agent who "belongs to the State"?
Why this long time between the 2 alerts? When it only takes a few minutes to go see
what’s happening?
No alarming smoke or smell?

Bishop Patrick Chauvet, Rector of Notre-Dame de Paris, announced on Monday 22 April on
franceinfo that he was going to "file a complaint" for "unintentional destruction" after the fire of
Notre-Dame de Paris last Monday. “The cathedral belongs to the state. Inside we have furniture,
chairs, sound system, projectors... It belongs to us and it no longer works. I will have to file a
complaint with the State so that the insurance can work and at the same time so that I know
exactly what happened," he said.

•

Cardinal Aupetit wishes the fastest work to return to the Cathedral as soon as possible.
On the other hand, the French want identical restoration. Does he know about the
survey?

•

Did Bishop Chauvet file a complaint as announced? If not, for which reasons?

A meeting of the Centre des monuments nationaux (CMN) took place on the
evening of the fire in one of the towers. The CMN assures that this is not a first,
and that it has nothing to do with the fire.
The CMN: "The closure of the Tours de Notre Dame circuit on Monday, April 15 at 5:30 p.m. had been
scheduled for two weeks to organize an administrative meeting with the officials of the Centre des
monuments nationaux. These meetings are organized regularly in order to exchange with local staff.
"The coincidence may seem strange, but there is nothing suspicious about it, it happens regularly that
access to the public is opened later or closed earlier, so that we can meet with the NJC team, in the
upper room dedicated to the reception of groups," continues our interlocutor. According to him, at 6:30
p.m., "everyone came down", and no one had lit a fire. As we explained in a previous article, a first
alarm sounded in Notre-Dame on April 15 at 6:20 p. m. Then another one at 6:43 p. m. The first gave
rise to the "raising of negative doubts", according to the words of the Paris Public Prosecutor's Office:
the agent moved without noticing any fire, as an error in the alert system had sent him to the wrong
13 https://profidecatholica.com/2019/04/21/les-tours-de-notre-dame-exceptionnellement-fermees-le-15-avril2019-a-17-h-30/
14 https://www.facebook.com/Dr.Mo7og/videos/1336816686473701/?t=0
15 https://mobile.francetvinfo.fr/culture/patrimoine/incendie-de-notre-dame-de-paris/incendie-de-notre-dame-deparis-mgr-patrick-chauvet-va-deposer-plainte-pour-destruction-involontaire_3409807.html#xtor=AL792&xtref=acc_dir

Act 4: The National Assembly
1. May 10: Bill 1881 for the restoration and conservation of Notre-Dame de
Paris Cathedral and instituting a national subscription for this purpose,
under the accelerated procedure, has just been adopted.16
This law, which was passed by our members of Parliament, 17literally gives full powers for
the reconstruction of Notre-Dame to the government, which will be able to decide
everything by ordinance, without any vote, without any possible challenge, and this in
almost all direct and indirect areas of reconstruction, since this text is so broad.
It is short, well written in the sense that it gives the government considerable legal flexibility
and potentially removes all the safeguards that are essential in any democratic country
where the separation of powers is a well-established fact.

16
17

http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/dyn/15/dossiers/alt/souscription_national_restauration_notre-dame_paris
https://insolentiae.com/

Here is a complete copy of the two most questionable and disturbing sections of this
bill.
Article 8:
Under the conditions provided for in Article 38 of the Constitution, the Government is
authorized to take by ordinance, within six months of the publication of this Law, any
measure within the scope of the Law aimed at the creation of a public establishment of the
State for the purpose of designing, carrying out and coordinating the restoration and
conservation works of Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral. The ordinance lays down the rules
for the organization and administration of the establishment in such a way as to
involve the City of Paris and the Diocese of Paris in particular, and may provide that
the directors of the establishment are not subject to the age limit rules applicable to
the civil service of the State. A ratification bill is tabled in Parliament within three months of
the publication of the ordinance.
Article 9:
Under the conditions provided for in Article 38 of the Constitution, the Government is
authorized to take, by ordinance, within two years of the publication of this Law, all measures
within the scope of the Law likely to facilitate its implementation, as soon as possible and
under satisfactory conditions of security, restoration work on Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral
and to adapt to the characteristics of this operation the rules applicable to this work and
related operations, including in particular the construction of facilities, works and
installations useful for restoration work or for welcoming the public during the duration of the
worksite, as well as the works and transport to supply the site and the disposal and treatment
of its waste.
To the extent strictly necessary to achieve this objective, these orders may provide for
adaptations or derogations:
1° To the rules on urban planning, the environment, construction and heritage
preservation, in particular with regard to the compliance of planning documents, the
issuing of works and construction authorizations, the procedures for public
participation in the preparation of decisions and environmental assessment, as well
as preventive archaeology;
2° To the rules concerning public procurement, public domain, roads and transport.
Even the rules on archaeological excavations can be circumvented!
In the case of Notre-Dame, this is even more obvious, since we are not at war, and there is
no urgency except that invented by our leaders.18

•
•

• The Council of State:
Only 5 opposition members voted against it. Why?
Article 8 on the age limit: what's the reason?

On 18 April 2019, the Council of State received a bill for the restoration and conservation of
Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral, which contains eight articles. The draft was the subject of a
corrective referral presented at the meeting on 23 April 2019.
Several remarks:

18

https://insolentiae.com/

3. The Council of State notes that the impact study, initially very insufficient as regards the
authorization to take derogations from ordinary law to facilitate the restoration of the
cathedral as soon as possible, has been completed. However, it still makes no mention of the
right to derogate from certain rules on public procurement contained in the Government's
draft and must therefore be supplemented on this point.

12 - The draft provides for the Government to be empowered, under Article 38 of the
Constitution, to create by ordinance a public institution of the State responsible for designing,
carrying out and coordinating the restoration and conservation work of Notre-Dame de Paris
Cathedral. The Council of State notes first of all that there are already two public
institutions, with the Centre des monuments nationaux and the Operator of cultural
heritage and real estate projects, whose sole purpose is to carry out or contribute to the
project management of works for the restoration and conservation of historic monuments
and immovable heritage, a task for which they have pre-existing experience.

Act 5: The CMN (Centre des monuments nationaux)
real estate project19
Notre-Dame de Paris at the center of a multi-billion dollar land project since
2016

•
•

•
•
•

On what date was the Council of State seized? And by whom?
Why create a new establishment when there are already 2?
Why entrust the management of the establishment to a former Staff General?

•

•
•

•

In December 2015, a mission was commissioned by the then President of the Republic,
François Hollande, and the Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo. It lasted a full year while
Emmanuel Macron was Minister of Economy, Industry and Digital Technology.
Many personalities participated, including Audrey Azoulay, then Minister of Culture and
now Director of UNESCO, or Prefect Patrick Strzoda, then Director of the Interior
Minister's Office and now Emmanuel Macron. It was directed by the President of the
Centre des monuments nationaux, Philippe Bélaval, and the architect Dominique
Perrault.
Noting that the Ile de la Cité has been an administrative complex closed to the public
since its remodeling by Baron Haussmann in the 19th century, housing the SainteChapelle and Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral, the mission proposed to transform it into a
"île-monument ". The opportunity is provided by the relocation of the Law Courts, the
reorganization of the Police Headquarters and the Hôtel Dieu hospital. It will indeed be
possible to reorganize everything.
The mission has listed 35 coordinated projects, including the creation of underground
traffic lanes and the construction of numerous interior courtyards under glass, to make
the “île” the must for 14 million annual tourists and, eventually, the French.
The mission report refers to the incredible commercial value of this project, but does not
say a word about the heritage value, particularly spiritual, of the Sainte-Chapelle and
Notre-Dame, which it approaches exclusively as tourist sites, potential sources of
income.
Unfortunately, according to its authors, this ambitious project could not be carried out
quickly, not so much because of the lack of funding as because of the heavy
administrative habits and enormous legal constraints. Although there are only a few
inhabitants on the island, the slightest expropriation can last for decades.

This report provides for:

100 000 m² created - (with a land value exceeding one billion euros)

Privatization of public assets (47% of land is held by the public) - (several hundred million
euros),

Monetization of the flow of the first tourist site in France 
(several hundred million euros for 15 million annual visitors),

Ile de la Cité. "Towards the biggest real estate development thanks to the
spark that set fire to the beams !!!"20

19

http://www.missioniledelacite.paris/

20 https://insolentiae.com/ile-de-la-cite-vers-la-plus-grosse-promotion-immobiliere-grace-a-letincelle-qui-a-mis-le-feu-aux-

poutres-ledito-de-charles-sannat/

Fire of Notre-Dame: "We can’t expect to have all the answers in 15 days"25 LE
PARISIEN
Martine Monteil is the former boss of the criminal brigade of the Judicial Police of Paris, the department that was seized of the
investigation into the fire that ravaged Notre-Dame de Paris.

Policy reactions:
•
•

N. Dupont-Aignan Notre-Dame: "They think we're fools" -21

•

Jean Marie Lepen22: "the fire of Notre-Dame is arson", said the former leader of the National

•

•

Front, now the National Rally. He then adds that the fire "couldn't have ignited like such on trunks,
on beams that are one square meter in cross-section and are 700 years old". The fire is "probably
by a service". It would be in his opinion a criminal act in several ways, " the material implemented
and the diffusion of the flame required an organization that undoubtedly exceeds that of a
personal initiative"
Laurent Nunez: the accidental lead favored by investigators. Two weeks after the
impressive fire that hit the Parisian cathedral, an investigation is still underway to determine the
causes of the fire's outbreak. But it is the hypothesis of human error that is currently privileged.
"No clue" indicates a criminal origin, confirmed Laurent Nunez, Secretary of State to the Minister
of the Interior on BFMTV on April 23.

April 28, 2019: Benjamin Mouton is unreachable, travelling for long weeks in China.23

Notre-Dame de Paris fire: the investigation will be a real headache24.
LE FIGARO

About fifty police officers were seized, but they are denied access to the burnt-out entrails of NotreDame.
If the accidental lead is favored and "nothing shows that it is a voluntary act", as the Paris prosecutor,
Rémy Heitz, has stated, the entrails of Notre-Dame de Paris will take weeks, even months, to reveal
their secrets. Three hours after the flames seized this Gothic vessel, an extraordinary investigation
was launched for "unintentional destruction by fire". Suspicions are converging on the current
construction site on the roof.

21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZgdX7H83SPo
22 https://www.bfmtv.com/politique/pour-jean-marie-le-pen-l-incendie-de-notre-dame-est-un-incendie-criminel-

1683497.html

Why was this investigation into the fire at Notre-Dame referred to the criminal brigade, which
specializes in blood crimes?
MARTINE MONTEIL. The criminal brigade (la Crim) has the potential to respond to this type of event
very quickly. It is very well equipped in terms of resources, both material and human.
•

Does la Crime have investigators specializing in fires?

Martine Monteil: We have people with knowledge, but no real fire professionals. On the other
hand, in an investigation like this one, we work with a lot of other departments: firefighters,
fire experts, architects.

•
•

Why did Benjamin Monton leave France for long weeks? Will he be heard by the police?
Why entrust the investigation to la Crime, which is not, in the very opinion of its former boss, the
most qualified to investigate a fire?

Around Notre-Dame, a leaden silence26
By Judith Rainhorn, historian, professor at the University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne-May 3, 2019

While the fire did not cost human life, the danger remains: some 400 tons of lead contained in the roof
and spire of the cathedral, as in the paintings, have vanished into yellow volutes loaded with toxic
particles. A risk on which official speeches remain opaque.
The next day, Airparif certified that there was no air pollution by lead... while specifying that it did not
have the means or mandate to carry out specific and local measurements. No thermometer, no fever.
Now the audience sure is reassured.
However, this is an invisibilization of the risk, which has been denounced by several environmental
associations, such as Robin des bois and the Association des familles victimes du saturnisme (AFVS),
forcing the authorities to leave their reserves. On 29 April, after two weeks of deafening official silence,
the Paris Police Headquarters issued a discreet press release to residents of the cathedral, advising
them to clean their premises "with wet wipes" and to contact their doctor "in case of doubt".
(...) Pressed by the impatience to see Notre-Dame rebuilt, let us not allow, once again, the dangers of
poison to be obscured by a leaden silence.

23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZgdX7H83SPo

Notre-Dame27: more than 1 000 experts call Macron to avoid a "rush" BFM TV
24

http://www.lefigaro.fr/actualite-france/l-enquete-va-etre-un-veritable-casse-tete-20190416

28.04.2019

25 http://www.leparisien.fr/faits-divers/incendie-de-notre-dame-il-ne-faut-pas-esperer-avoir-toutes-les-reponses-en-15-

jours-16-04-2019-8054787.php
26https://www.liberation.fr/debats/2019/05/03/autour-de-notre-dame-un-silence-de-plomb_1724519
27 https://www.bfmtv.com/societe/notre-dame-plus-de-1000-experts-appellent-macron-a-eviter-la-precipitation-

1682225.html

More than a thousand heritage experts invite the President of the Republic to avoid a "rush" in the
restoration of Notre-Dame Cathedral and not to disregard the rules of heritage protection, in an article
published on the Figaro website. "Let's not erase the complexity of the thought that must surround this
construction site behind a display of efficiency", call out 1,170 French and foreign curators, architects
and teachers in this text posted online on Sunday, while Emmanuel Macron promised to rebuild within
five years the jewel of Gothic art, which was partly destroyed by a fire two weeks ago.

You will find:
the survey:
The petition: "I request the opening of an international investigation into the fire of
Notre-Dame de Paris .”

5 - Conclusion:

The blog: "I give my opinion."
Emmanuel Macron's statement, April 16, 2019.

28

BFM TV on Twitter

The President of the Republic said he wanted to rebuild Notre-Dame within "5 years", adding, in
reference to the great debate, "we have so much to build again". In this speech, in the presence of
Édouard Philippe, Anne Hidalgo, Mgr Chauvet, Richard Ferrand, Mgr Aupetit, Laurent Nunez, Prefect
Lallemant (...) Emmanuel Macron said he wanted Notre-Dame Cathedral to be "build anew even more
beautiful within five years". (...) "We are this people of builders. We have so much to rebuild. So yes,
we will rebuild Notre-Dame even more beautiful. And I want it to be completed within five years. We
can do it and we will mobilize", said the Head of State.
Unless Jupiter29 invents new fundamental laws of electricity and thermodynamics.

See the videos :
Structural work by Aubriat:

The statements of Benjamin Mouton, Chief Architect of Notre-Dame until 2013

The cause of the fire's outbreak, its speed of propagation and the ignition of the entire
wooden structure make it impossible for Notre Dame to start a fire and an investigation
a "credible" report will never be published.
In addition to the physical and thermodynamic impossibility (500 tons of wood and
250 tons of lead that burn in 2 hours), there are a multitude of questions about false
alarms, location errors, a very long delay between the different alerts, mysterious
visitors in meetings, the change of WEB page during opening hours.

N. Dupont-Aignan

Notre-Dame: "They think we’re fools."

For these reasons, we call for the opening of an international investigation for "
organized gang arson" which will one day reveal the truth about the most important
issue for our country:

" Who's responsible for the Notre-Dame de Paris fire?"

Statements by Cardinal Aupetit in the interview with the street journalist
Isodora Ducan

Information site on the book:
https://www.referendumdinitiativecitoyenne.fr/

Appendices
The cathedral in figures30:
28 https://www.liberation.fr/direct/element/declaration-demmanuel-macron-le-pire-a-ete-evite_96461/

29 nickname given to the President

30 https://www.notredamedeparis.fr/la-cathedrale/les-informations-insolites/la-cathedrale-en-chiffres/

The building- Height under vault 33 meters - Height under roof 43 meters - Height of the
bottoms-sides 10 meters - Height of the towers 69 meters - Steps to access them 380 - Height of
the spire 96 meters - Length of the nave 60 meters - Length of the transept 14 meters - Length of
the choir 36 meters - Total length 128 meters - Length of the western façade 43 meters - Width of
the nave 12 meters - Width of the choir 12 meters - Total width 40 meters - Width of the transept
48 meters - Collateral width 12 meters - Western façade 40 meters - Area 4800 m² - Diameter of
the north and south roses 13,10 meters - Diameter of the western rose 9.70 meters
The framework
Made of wood, it consists of 1300 oaks representing more than 21 hectares of forest.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=prW1KW0yMJc
Source: Full press Added on 22 Apr. 2019

The bells
In the north tower, eight bells melted in 2012: - Gabriel, la#2, 4162 kg, 182.8 cm in diameterAnne Geneviève, si#2, 3477 kg, 172.5 cm in diameter - Denis, do#3, 2502 kg, 153.6 cm in
diameter - Marcel, ré#3, 1925 kg, 139.3 cm in diameter - Étienne, mi# 3, 1494 kg, 123.7 cm in
diameter - Benoît-Joseph, fa#3, 1309 kg, 120.7 cm in diameter - Jean-Marie, la#3, 782 kg, 99.7
cm in diameter : In the south tower, two bumblebees: - Emmanuel, melted in 1686, f#2, 13 230
kg, 262 cm in diameter - Marie, melted in 2012, ground#2, 6023 kg, 206.5 cm in diameter

Annex #1: Was a 2016 CNRS report warning of the major fire risk for NotreDame Cathedral?31
Notre-Dame was in danger: a (forgotten) report stated it in 2016
Three years ago, Paolo Vannucci, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Versailles,
carried out research on the risks of attacks and security at Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral, in which
he also mentioned the risks of fire due to the lack of security devices.
A report classified "confidential-defense"32
The existence of this 2016 report, requested in the context of the November 2015 terrorist attacks in
France to assess the risks faced by Notre-Dame and other iconic monuments, was known to Italian
journalists based in Paris. This explains their severe criticism, the day after the disaster, of the failure
of security procedures in the cathedral

What does the report contain to be classified "confidential-defense"?

Observers will have noted the existence of a video produced by the Viewsurf platform
https://www.viewsurf.com/univers/vill... which offers views of listed points in the city of Paris at a
rate of one minute per camera.
Thus, five minutes after the time, it was the turn of Notre-Dame Cathedral to be filmed and at 5:05
p.m., the camera was able to film the evolution of an individual dressed in dark colors on the
scaffolding covering the roof of the Cathedral, going back and forth with no apparent purpose.
During two precise moments of the minute filmed by the Viewsurf camera, two flashes of light of
different duration are clearly visible, at the tenth and twenty-eighth seconds of the video.
This is where intelligence and deduction must be shown.
The camera took the imprint of a high release of electromagnetic energy from an object, or from a
device held by the individual for slightly different time periods, and also with different intensity. It
should be remembered that the camera is very far from the Cathedral, that its lens by which it can
capture light is also rather small.
Here is the following assumption:
•

The individual held at arm's length an apparatus capable of releasing vast amounts of
electromagnetic energy, in action all the time while walking on the scaffolding covering the roof
of Notre-Dame de Paris.

•

On two occasions, at the tenth and twenty-eighth seconds of the Viewsurf video, he changed the
orientation of this camera so that the energy-emitting mouth is precisely in line with the
camera's view, which explains the appearance of a print on the video corresponding to
saturation due to high electromagnetic energy.

•

An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is a short and very high amplitude emission of electromagnetic
waves that can destroy many electrical and electronic devices (current-connected and
unprotected).

•

Who is this individual?

Annex #2: Video of the unknown person on the roof of Notre Dame and
electro-magnetic discharge.33
31 https://www.letemps.ch/monde/notredame-etait-danger-un-rapport-oublie-laffirmait2016?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=share&utm_campaign=article&fbclid=IwAR09xn77cuwh6Uglaeea0L9s0jboA1rr
gOmsz-FlDcHwyM7wNO9OwagIcm4

33 https://fr.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impulsion_%C3%A9 Electromagnagnet%C3%A9tic?wprov=sfla1
32 https://www.marianne.net/societe/notre-dame-de-paris-nous-avions-alerte-le-cnrs-sur-les-risques-d-incendie

•

What exactly is he doing on the scaffolding covering the roof of Notre-Dame de Paris and with
which device, on April 15, 2019 at 5:05 p. m...?

•

Knowing that the camera only films one minute per hour, how long did it take to use this strange
device and for what purpose...?

Annex #3: Fire at Saint-Sulpice Church: the favored criminal lead34La Vie
Published on 18/03/2019 at 4:20 p.m. - Violaine des Courières, with Olivia Elkaim

A fire broke out this weekend damaging the famous Parisian church, provoking
many reactions on social networks. One hour before the fire broke out,
Archbishop Michel Aupetit of Paris celebrated Mass with catechumens.
According to initial analyses carried out by the central laboratory of the police
prefecture, the origin of the fire is criminal. Police are now focusing on determining
the suspect's motive and identity. Last week, - again according to LCI, an individual
had already thrown a piece of flaming fabric on the facade. An act that now resonates
with the events of this Sunday.

Annex #4: Anti-Semitism, church desecrations... when cowards let go35 Life
Published on 12/02/2019 at 6:34 pm - Henrik Lindell

Anti-Semitic acts are on the rise, according to Ministry of Interior figures revealed on
January 11. Violence combined with a wave of desecration of churches
according to Ministry of Interior figures revealed on
January 11. Violence that is combined with a wave of desecration of churches.

Several churches desecrated in a few days.

In recent weeks, the acts have been accompanied
by another type of violence: the desecration of churches. Between 28 January and 11
February, no fewer than four Catholic places of worship were desecrated (vandalism
of consecrated hosts, attack on the altar and/or tabernacle) and five were vandalized
(broken statues, destroyed religious objects, etc.). Sometimes, with fierce sacrilegious
violence. On February 6, at Notre-Dame-des-Enfants in Nîmes (Gard), the tabernacle
was broken, the hosts thrown everywhere and excrement thrown on the walls. On
February 9, at Notre-Dame de Dijon (Côte-d'Or), an individual opened the tabernacle
and spread the hosts on the altar, after having committed damage in the choir.
In total, since the beginning of the year, seven churches have been desecrated. No suspects were
arrested for these acts, except after the damage and the start of a fire in Lavaur
Cathedral (Tarn), where two teenagers were arrested. If the mayor, Bernard Carayon,
has denounced an act of "christianophobia", the motivations of the two teenagers are not
yet known.
The Ministry of the Interior, which counts violations of places of worship, but does not
distinguish between types of acts, has not produced figures for 2018. According to the
2017 report, Catholic buildings were significantly more affected than those of other
religions: 878 out of 978 acts, figures that were then on the decline. For the whole of
2018, the Christianophobia Observatory, a militant organization close to traditionalist
circles, recorded 33 cases of desecration, compared with 39 in 2017 and 40 in 2016.
(...) For the time being, the Bishops' Conference has not issued any communiqué. It
wishes to avoid the overbidding effect.

Anti-Semitic acts are on the rise,

Annex #5: Valérie Boyer36: "There is in France a hatred of the Catholic
religion and its expression"37 Valeurs actuelles By
Anne-Quitterie Jozeau Published on 18/02/2019 at 11:23 am

Since January 28, nine churches have been vandalized or desecrated. The deputy LR
of Bouches-du-Rhône Valérie Boyer wrote to the Prime Minister on this subject, and
requested a commission of inquiry. She explains why.

34 http://www.lavie.fr/religion/catholicisme/incendie-a-l-eglise-saint-sulpice-la-piste-criminelle-privilegiee-18-03-2019-

97041_16.php
36
35 http://www.lavie.fr/actualite/societe/antisemitisme-profanations-d-eglises-quand-les-laches-se-lachent-12-02-2019-

96335_7.php

37

LR deputy

https://www.valeursactuelles.com/clubvaleurs/societe/valerie-boyer-il-existe-en-france-une-haine-de-la-religioncatholique-et-de-son-expression-104044

Proof

